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Abstract: Kazimir Malevich’s style of Suprematist painting represents the inauguration 

of nothing less than a new form of culture premised upon a demolition of the Western 

tradition’s reifying habits of objective thought. In ridding his canvases of all objects 

and mimetic conventions, Malevich sought to reconfigure human perception in such a 

way as to open consciousness to alternative modes of organization and signification. In 

this paper, I argue that Malevich’s revolutionary aesthetic strategy can be illuminated 

by a return to the very basis of this tradition, namely by a reconsideration of Aristotle’s 

account in De Anima III.2 of the initial possibility of objective perception as such.

The mind has to do violence to itself, has to reverse the direction of the operation 
by which it habitually thinks, has perpetually to revise, or rather recast, all its 

categories. . . . [I]n this way it will attain to fluid concepts, capable of following 
reality in all its sinuosities and of adopting the very inward life of things. 

—Henri Bergson1

[A] violent change is imminent. I think that freedom can be attained only after 
our ideas about the organization of solids have been completely smashed. 

—Kazimir Malevich2

It is difficult to think through the artistic movement that was Suprematism in 
isolation from the rhetoric of force and destruction that seemed all but woven 

into the fabric of Malevich’s canvases. Each of his paintings, from the 0.10 Ex-
hibition in 1915 onward, was put forward as the site of an “annihilation” that, in 
his thinking, carries through what the Cubists and Futurists had only gestured 
toward.3 The stated aim of his artworks was not simply to crack the hardened 
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shell of the hypostatized object—to set it in motion, to liberate it from any nar-
rative ties or to reveal the various perspectival tensions it contains—but rather 
to cast it wholly into oblivion. Transmuting Bergson’s statement above, Malevich 
proclaimed: “Only with the disappearance of a habit of mind which sees in pic-
tures little corners of nature, Madonnas and shameless Venuses, shall we witness 
a work of pure, living art.”4

In clearing the ground for a fundamentally new mode of creation, for an art 
that would attain to true vitality and dynamism over calcified depictive forms, 
Malevich’s annihilation of objectiveness in painting was not limited merely to 
the traditional content of the artwork, organized as it was around “things.” What 
Suprematism had ultimately to destroy was the inertia of an entire tradition of 
sense-making whose logic, according to Bergson, could accommodate neither 
motion nor the processes of organic life as these manifested themselves to our 
perceptive faculties.5 For Bergson, this tradition could be traced back to the ancient 
Greeks, to the first philosophers, whose purported failure to grasp movement in 
its essence inaugurated a general course of thought that would remain closed 
off from those “fluid concepts” without which the “inward life of things” would 
remain in obscurity. Malevich’s canvases, in this connection, were to be regarded 
as embodiments of a kindred struggle, seeking to overturn a dominant philo-
sophical comportment to the phenomenal world, yet by painterly—rather than 
straightforwardly philosophic—means. The disintegration of things enacted on 
the planar surface was intended to awaken consciousness to new forms of visual 
dynamism left in their wake, to new material relations and terms of order that 
would elude the calculative activity of the intellect and thus confront the latter 
with its own narrow limitations. Suprematism was, in effect, this effort to found 
a radically new tradition of both perception and thought on the ruins of the old.6

The present essay composes an analysis of Suprematism that orients itself 
from within—and in fact at the beginning of—the very intellectual tradition that 
Malevich sought to supplant. Given the spirit of Malevich’s strictly forward-looking 
project, such an approach may appear counterintuitive, at the least. Yet included 
among the lessons derived from philosophical genealogies over the past century 
is the general awareness that every tradition contains tendencies that run counter 
to, or even operate outside of, its dominant trends of thought, tendencies that can 
serve to illuminate concerted attempts to transcend that tradition. To this end, I 
wish to focus on a specific moment within early Greek thought that first ventures an 
account of the possibility for the soul’s perception of phenomenal objects, namely 
Aristotle’s discussion in De Anima of that faculty which he calls the “koine aisthesis,” 
or the “common sense.” For, despite Bergson’s characterization7 of Aristotle as one 
of the founding-stones of the Western mode of objective-scientific thinking from 
which philosophy must free itself, it is, I argue, precisely in Aristotle’s examination 
of objective perception and, more specifically where this account runs up against 
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the limitations of his conceptual apparatus, that a space for conceiving alternative 
perceptual possibilities—akin to those indicated by Malevich’s canvases—can be 
discerned. It is with reference to this initial vantage-point, I believe, that we can 
gain a more nuanced understanding of how Suprematism, by destroying the spell 
of objective appearance in its artworks, at the same time constitutes a freeing-up 
of human sensibility to the creation of new relational models of sense.

A crucial affinity between the earliest philosophic articulations of objective 
awareness and the attempt to establish in its stead a consciousness of non-ob-
jectivity can be found in their shared orientations; each undertaking marks out 
its primary terms on the terrain of pre-reflective awareness. For Malevich, an art 
form that could serve to unseat the predominant convention of thinking in terms 
of objective presence—that is, those ideas about solids in need of smashing—was 
one that could not, therefore, operate first and foremost on the level of the intellect. 
In distinction from Bergson’s call for the mind to do violence to itself through the 
revision of its own concepts, Malevich’s works are constructed as direct appeals 
to the human sensorium; freed of mimetic content, they do not image or refer 
to worldly beings, nor do they give form to recognizable metaphysical notions.8 
“On the threshold of the twentieth century,” writes Malevich, “Art has found itself 
and become a pure expression of sensation,”9 and as such, its instances are, as 
he puts it, “beyond images and ideas.”10 The struggle against those metaphysical 
prejudices of reflective consciousness that mediate perception to a considerable 
degree had to come instead from below, as it were, ultimately bringing about a 
destabilization of the structures of cognition. As Charlotte Douglas makes clear, 
“By sensation Malevich meant an ultimately material phenomenon but one 
which is subliminal. That is, an inner physiological sensation which is so slight, 
so subtle, that it does not reach the threshold of physical consciousness.”11 This 
point of attack is reflected in Jean-Claude Marcadé’s statement that “Suprematist 
painting is not philosophical painting, for this would situate it in illusionism. 
Rather it is painting in philosophical action.”12 Such philosophical action was 
indeed intended to provoke its audience to innovative ideas of order and rela-
tion, and furthermore could ostensibly aid in re-conceptualizing the terms of the 
phenomenal world, but only as the result of subjecting sensibility to qualitatively 
novel aesthetic forms. “What interests us,” Malevich emphasizes, “is changes in 
the manifestations of the perceptible.”13

In similar fashion, Aristotle’s entire analysis of perception in books Beta and 
Gamma of De Anima locates it within the sphere of pre-cognitive life. It applies to 
the human qua animal, with barely any reference to that power of logos which for 
him sets human life apart. Operative in this sphere, as Aristotle articulates it, in 
concert with the individual senses (that is, the specific forms of sensation proper 
to each sense-organ) is a special kind of awareness according to which complex 
objects and other unified phenomena of aisthesis—among them “motion, rest, 
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number,”14 and so on—are made manifest to sense, and which constitutes in 
and through its unifying activity a simultaneous sense of sensing. In attempting 
to conceptualize this special awareness that Aristotle there refers to as the com-
mon sense (and elsewhere as the “primary sense”15 or “master sense”16), more 
recent interpreters have been led, mistakenly, to attribute to Aristotle’s account 
an incipient form of reflective self-consciousness along the lines of Descartes’s 
cogito or Kant’s transcendental unity of apperception.17 A careful reading of 
the text, however, shows little evidence for treating the status of aisthesis in this 
intellectualist manner, and, following Aryeh Kosman’s corrective18 to such mod-
ern attributive tendencies, the most apt, if nonetheless limited, rendering for 
the coordinated powers of sensation on Aristotle’s understanding I have found 
would be the term “perceptual awareness.”19 In agreement with Kosman’s read-
ing, Klaus Oehler explains: “Perception . . . is an affection of which the perceiver 
has an awareness; but there is no special seat of the awareness of that affection 
at some higher level of perceptual activity. . . . [T]he perceptual awareness can-
not be located outside the perceiving of what is perceived but is achieved by the 
sense itself.”20 Thus, where Aristotle is concerned, neither the individual senses 
nor the koine aisthesis that weaves their received correlates together into what we 
recognize as objects constitutes a form of mental activity; it is rather a function 
grounded in the sensitivity of the organism itself.

Seen in Aristotelian terms, therefore, the possibility for Suprematism to ac-
complish its transformative effects depends upon appealing to that level of human 
awareness set forth in De Anima at which individual and common sense are 
activated, a level distinct from and prior to those powers he attributes to noiesis, 
“that part of the soul by which the soul knows and understands.”21 Yet it is just 
this characteristic activity of the common sense—that master sense which is 
simultaneous with the senses proper but is reducible to none, and which, moreover, 
includes among its affections memory, the faculty of imagination, and as well the 
awareness of time22—that causes a great deal of difficulty for the philosopher, 
appearing to elude any thorough and complete account that he ventures. For, 
not only does he appear to equivocate on the status of the common sense in its 
capacity to perceive that one is perceiving,23 but in seeking to determine how it 
is that various sensations are combined into the perception of a single object, 
Aristotle is forced to attribute to the common sense a unique structure of activity 
that violates the fundamental principles of potency and act central to his overall 
metaphysical scheme.24

The problem with which the latter difficulty, in particular, is bound up concerns 
the question of how it is possible to perceive an object that, by its very nature as 
an object, possesses an array of qualities that are tied to, yet remain distinct from, 
one another. Such a complex perception, taken in all at once, cannot be carried out 
by a single individual sense, nor by several, since each, for Aristotle, operates in 
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isolation from the others and does not of its own accord communicate with them. 
“[N]either is it possible for separate senses to judge that sweet is different from 
white, but it is necessary that both be apparent to some one thing—otherwise, 
even if I perceived one of them and you perceived the other, it could be evident 
that they were different from each other, but it is necessary that some one thing 
say they are different.”25 This is the case not only for heterogeneous sensibles (color 
for vision, sound for hearing, et cetera—Aristotle is fond of using the example 
of the sweet and the white, for instance26), but for homogenous sensibles as well 
(the manifold colors of a bird or the harmony of instruments in an orchestral 
piece),27 and this latter can apply equally for physical objects as well as those that 
are represented on canvas.

That “some one thing” of which Aristotle speaks is the faculty of koine aisthesis, 
and its role in the perception of objects is clear: to coordinate, simultaneously, 
the reception of qualities in a thing that impinge upon the individual senses. 
However, in so doing, in being multiply affected by the proper senses at once, the 
implication is that the common sense must be capable of a double-movement, 
according to Aristotle, such that “at one time the same thing be moved in opposite 
motions, insofar as it is undivided and is considered in an undivided time.”28 
This is so precisely because in its activity of coordination, the common sense 
must both unify and differentiate sensible qualities; this differentiation cannot 
be accomplished in successive moments, since, as he explains: “[j]ust as it is the 
same thing that says the good and bad are different, so too when it says that the 
one is different it also says so of the other (and the when is not incidental . . .).”29 
As Aristotle observes, the activity of differentiation or discrimination by which 
any two (or more) qualities can be brought into relation for sensibility neces-
sitates a simultaneous awareness of this difference within sensibility; the koine 
aisthesis would have to suffer separate affections in the same instant, be ‘moved,’ 
as he puts it, in opposing directions.30 Yet it appears, therefore, that in any effort to 
understand the common sense with regard to its discriminating-relating activity 
one is thereby compelled to do violence to the very idea of that “one thing” that 
the common sense is said to be. That is to say, there seems to be no place allot-
ted to the special powers of the common sense within the Aristotelian logic of 
identity. However, the condition for the possibility of perceiving objects as such 
rests precisely on an impossible movement of this sort.

Nor does Aristotle’s proposed explanation for the inherent multiplicity of the 
common sense—that is nonetheless one—clear away the obvious tension within 
its very concept. The clarification he offers is that the common sense must thus be 
“divided in being, but undivided in place and number.”31 What Aristotle appears to 
have in mind here—and what is as difficult to grasp conceptually as De Anima’s 
statements above—is that in its essence, the common sense remains one while 
actively preserving contradictories within itself, contradictories that manifest 
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themselves in separate forms of movement (kinēsis). In order to make this puzzling 
formulation more comprehensible, Aristotle is compelled to resort to a geometrical 
analogy: that of the point and the line. “[I]nsofar as [the point] is both one and 
two, in this way it too is divided. So insofar as it is undivided, the thing that distin-
guishes is one thing and distinguishes things at one time, but insofar as it has it in 
it to be divided, it uses the same boundary-mark as double at one time. So insofar 
as it uses a limit as double, and distinguishes two separate things, it acts in a way 
dividedly, but insofar as it acts by means of one thing, it acts as one at one time.”32

The point, conceived here in its activity as a limiting force between two 
segments of a single line, is intended to illustrate the discriminating-unifying 
function of the common sense. As Heller-Roazen explains, “[i]f taken on its own, 
[the point] is necessarily one. But as that which marks a boundary (peras), it must 
be two: the double sign of a terminus ad quem and a terminus a quo, the end of 
one segment and the inception of another.”33 Yet as is so frequently the case in 
the Aristotelian corpus, images provided in support of a particular principle or 
other can in fact be as challenging to decipher as that which they are instituted to 
clarify. Such is, I believe, the case here.34 For Aristotle’s illustration cannot capture 
the activity itself of the common sense that is at issue; nor does the koine aisthesis 
introduce any perceptible element into complex perception, as the point—which 
is intended to signify nothing more than the action of delimiting—does in the 
case of Aristotle’s analogue. To put it otherwise: in attempting to clarify the nature 
of this unique activity, the philosopher is forced instead to reify it in the form of 
a static image.35 As such, despite our phenomenological experience in support of 
the instantaneous reception of differing qualities, we cannot, as Francisco Gon-
zalez argues, logically venture to grasp the simultaneity of delimitation essential 
to Aristotle’s illustration of the point in any other way than successively: “If the 
point can be treated as two, this is only at different times: we take it first as the 
end of one line and then take it as the beginning of another line.”36 Within the 
heart of objective perception, then, is to be found—borrowing from the Supre-
matist vocabulary—a form of pure non-objectivity, of pure relational activity, 
that cannot be accessed according to the terms that this pure activity, in its result 
of producing the variegated object for perception, makes possible. It is only in 
running up against the limits of his objective terminology that Aristotle could 
first expose the problem of the common sense, a sense which transcends those 
limits most conspicuously in its delimiting function.

Indeed, it was Bergson’s conviction that objective thinking, taking the static 
presence of things as the sine qua non of its investigations into the generative 
machinations of sense, could only obscure the latter, and furthermore impede 
our understanding of motion as such. “Instead of attaching ourselves to the inner 
becoming of things, we place ourselves outside them in order to recompose their 
becoming artificially . . . the mind, never able to satisfy itself and never finding 
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where to rest, persuades itself, no doubt, that it imitates by its instability the very 
movement of the real.”37 Yet it is, I believe, in locating the mysterious double-
movement that characterizes the common sense as itself the first principle of 
metaphysics that it is possible to distance ourselves from what Bergson refers to 
as the intellect’s artificial and external bearing, and thus to approach the non-
objective worldview opened up by Malevich through his painterly works.

To be sure, Aristotle does not probe the elusive workings of the koine aisthesis 
with the intention of revealing hitherto unconceived alternatives to everyday 
perception. Rather, he presupposes the reality of the perceived object along with 
its qualities and sets himself to explicating, via the common sense, how it is that 
we do perceive the various qualities in their unity as they reside in the object. 
Nevertheless, given the preceding discussion, the Suprematist project can be seen 
as a form of painterly inquiry that takes up the thread of Aristotle’s brief and apo-
retic analysis of this most basic order of experience in order to develop it in new 
directions. For Malevich, this meant painting in such a way as to set dynamism 
to work on the canvas, while at the same time refusing to let any objects intrude 
into the frame; the unity and wholeness that characterizes the object, that marks 
the finished product of Aristotle’s koine aisthesis, had to be suspended, and in 
this suspension there were to be glimpsed other forms of motion. It was, in fact, 
as if Suprematism took as its task a holding-open of the relational activity of the 
common sense, lingering within its movement while indefinitely deferring that 
moment in which sensible qualities would be concentrated into a final, completed 
unity. For, taking up a Bergsonian insight, Malevich posits that “objects embody 
a mass of moments in time”38 whose aspects for painting “have become more 
important than [the object’s] essence and meaning.”39 Such hidden moments are of 
a piece with those moments concealed within the double-movement of the koine 
aisthesis upon which the “undivided time,”40 the time of the “now” wherein for 
Aristotle the object is perceived, rests. This concealed time of mutual delimitation 
and relation is, as Heller-Roazen notes, “a duration that remains unnamed in the 
De Anima and its commentaries but not unmarked. . . . It is another time; to the 
degree to which time cannot admit of varieties of itself, it may well be something 
other than any time at all.”41 It is this fugitive “other time” of the common sense 
and of non-objectivity that the Suprematist canvas seeks to bring about, a time 
of pure dynamic sensation.42 In this connection Malevich writes, “It is . . . possible 
that the new suprematist solution will lead us to new systems going beyond the 
confusion of objectivity to a purely energetic force of movement.”43

By carrying out this program, Malevich saw that the implications for paint-
ing and for the correlates of sensation were bound together. In releasing painting 
from its “slavery to the objective image,”44 and hence from that mode of imitative 
reproduction that always carries along with it ideological attachments, he was at 
the same time bringing the inherent independence of visual elements to realiza-
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tion: “Color and texture in painting are ends in themselves. They are the essence 
of painting but this essence has always been destroyed by the subject.”45 This is 
to say that the actual elements of painting could now be seen for themselves; 
color, line, relief, and their interrelations emerged to become the real content of 
the work, or as Charles Altieri expresses it, these form “a domain where manner 
is inseparable from matter.”46 For the faculty of vision, this means that its proper 
correlate of color, and in fact color in its variety, was set free from its teleological 
translation into a mere property of a given object.47 The eye could seek its satis-
factions wholly within in its own element, open to the life of this or that shade.

Admittedly, it may sound strange to speak of the “life” of color, yet this is one 
of Suprematism’s most forceful devices: laying open that peculiar moment in 
which the time of color manifests itself through color’s unstable character. “That 
is,” T. J. Clark writes, “the moment when the sensation of color reveals its true 
phenomenological character. . . . And color in [Malevich’s] view was the aspect 
of our everyday experience that already (commonsensically) eluded our best 
efforts to reify it. Ordinary language already admitted as much. It knew that no 
color is ever quite ‘local.’”48 In order to make good Bergson’s insistence that “every 
quality is change,”49 Malevich had to evince this truth by relieving the elements 
of painting—and color especially—of their status as qualities by doing away 
entirely with the object-quality dichotomy. Hence, the otherworldly50 appearance 
of his paintings: freed from any shadow of resemblance and from the stabilizing 
gravity that congeals the perceptible into any recognizable order, he demonstrates 
the independence of color taken for itself. “Color in its basic state,” he writes, “is 
autonomous; that is, each ray has its own energy and characteristics.”51 In this 
sense, the setting-free of color into its own sphere of influence could be seen at 
the same time as an attempt to liberate human consciousness from the hypos-
tatizing tendencies of objective thought. “Pure feeling” and the “pure essence of 
painting”52 converge for Malevich in the dynamics of “pure color”53 played out 
on the surface plane.

It is not, however, only in these analogues of the senses proper, in Aristotle’s 
language, that Malevich seeks to revitalize our perceptual capacities. His paintings 
bear most upon the possibilities retained in the common sense in the features 
of his painterly composition, in the new ontology presented therein, where the 
dynamics of color are realized most powerfully. Here color and line in his canvases 
are treated as “component elements that [are] essential as painterly contrasts,”54 
and as such invite that relating-discriminating work of the common sense while 
simultaneously resisting its drive toward completeness and full synthetic unity. 
What Malevich refers to as “painterly contrasts” involves the field of tensions 
that becomes manifest through the color-relations of these elements and their 
placement with respect to one another. Deprived of any recognizable center and 
of any grounding coordinates, the elements within his paintings appear to reveal 
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themselves as somewhere between hovering and scattering, supporting and repel-
ling—and in some cases, between emerging and receding—yet in a somewhere 
that is also emphatically nowhere.55 Constructed thus, his works both gesture to 
the comforting logic that would relieve this anxious interplay and at the same 
time reject it. “What is special about Malevich,” Clark writes, “. . . is the willingness 
to pursue a stacking and balancing of elements which could at any point have 
settled into an order that looked precious, or obvious, or arch, or over-calculated; 
and yet in practice to have exactly this kind of ordering hum with the metaphor 
of infinity. It is the conjuring of escape, abyss, elevation, excitation, non-existence 
out of these too-well-behaved materials that is the Malevich effect.”56

It is what I have described above as a “field of tensions,” and, I believe, what 
Clark has in mind by a “hum of ordering” that brings us back to the limiting 
function of Aristotle’s common sense. In a Suprematist painting the relating-
discriminating action of the koine aisthesis comes to appearance precisely as a 
struggle, as tension, wherein each component element of the picture exhibits its 
singular characteristics—that is, performs its independence—only on condition 
of differing from its counterparts and thus resisting their orbits. Presence, however 
provisionally this term may be applied to a Malevich canvas, frequently arises 
therefore as the result of difference, of a specific kind of non-being by which his 
painterly elements are defined. As such, Malevich’s compositions enact a series 
of relations that constitute not only the limits of each dynamic element, but also 
thereby constitute that tension of contrasts which itself becomes an element 
within the overall composition, unseen but not unfelt in its delimiting power.57 
Thus, painterly relations for Malevich are not, strictly speaking, what takes place 
between elements on the canvas, but, as Altieri puts it, “the shapes [of a Malevich 
construction] work as relationships, and the relationships open metaphoric exten-
sions that do not displace but pervade the material elements.”58 Ideally, caught 
within this ungrounded dynamic of tension within the painting—a dynamic that 
nonetheless reveals its own intimations of order—the koine aisthesis does not 
so much fail to realize its accustomed activity in tracing out objective wholeness 
as rather open itself to unforeseen modes of relationality. First and foremost, for 
Malevich, this demands attuning one’s perceptive faculties to “the spirit of non-
objective sensation which pervades everything.”59

In an effort to win a measure of concreteness for these claims, let us consider 
Malevich’s Suprematist Painting 17 (Figure 1), which I take to be an exemplary 
instance of a certain alternative relationality among Suprematist elements.60 We 
note, to begin with, that its overall composition is subject to a series of declara-
tions that turn back upon themselves and collapse in the absence of stable visual 
coordinates. That is, in the search for a grounding axis with respect to which its 
elements can be synthesized, the pale grey circle at center-right emerges as an 
obvious initial candidate. Yet its near-weightlessness, the softness of its edges, in 
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Figure 1: Suprematist Painting, oil on canvas, 96.5 x 65.4 cm, 1917 (The Museum of Modern Art, New York)
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fact the way it struggles to distinguish itself from the paleness of its background 
push it into an ancillary condition relative to the thin resoluteness of the black 
rectangle performing a tilt at bottom-center. This tilt, however, presents problems 
of a different order. Its requisite weight threatens the integrity of the salmon 
square to its left, not to mention the seemingly ill-planned stacking of red and 
black rectangles upon white. Even what we may customarily refer to as its base 
is furtively stretched at the bottom-right corner, as if attempting, by an act of 
self-distortion, to offer a solution for its density—an attempt which, given that 
its tilting is only further illuminated against the parabolic powder blue, inscribes 
into the black a certain instability.

If Suprematist Painting 1917 were of a more peaceful, more directly harmonious 
composition, we might say that its elements partake of a movement that is simply 
a kind of hovering or floating. Yet that would be to overlook the way in which each 
potential coordinating point seems to play out a loss of traction on the plane, where 
it performs its ecstatic unsettling and shifting. And it is this aspect of the tilting 
black rectangle which serves to open one’s vision upward and across the painting, 
as if in review, to discover how the weight and position of the green rectangles at 
top-right only hint at being a pictorial crux insofar as the unsettling of the black 
rectangle appears to depend—and in fact, has depended from the first—in large 
part on those doubled green lines of force. Such force is repelled and returned by 
the tilt of the diminutive red rectangle that is manifest as both more and less than 
it is: occupying that space where the green lines and the dense black might have, 
given their directionality, crossed or met, the red appears to bear witness to the 
absence of this event, to carry that absence while bolstering its position by sending 
the lines of force back along their paths below and above right simultaneously. 
These movements of weight, tone, and shade continue to invite the eye into their 
rhythm and pace without resolution. Altieri remarks as well upon the picture’s 
“sense of endless mutual modification, now raised to the degree that every tilt of 
every mark requires our adjusting our sense of the force of every other mark that 
strikes our attention. . . . [F]eeling cannot be equated with the material but has to 
be located in what is being done with the material.”61 Propelled by invisible pow-
ers, one’s vision must contend with shifts and fluctuations that seem infinitely to 
hamper the usual congealment into rest or wholeness carried out by the common 
sense.62 Indeed, its double-movement of oppositional tracing, of discriminating 
and delimiting appears to be directed by the forces at work in the painting, forces 
that—through the tension which they embody—give to each element its fleeting 
character. Here there is something of a fluidity at work in Malevich’s geometrics; 
even where slim figures appear to attach to larger ones as if some kind of cosmic 
remorae, they nonetheless seem to exhibit a speed all their own.

There is one more aspect of Suprematist Painting 1917 that is not to be over-
looked, that in fact is as essential to the overall effect of the picture as any particular 
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Figure 2: Suprematist Painting, oil on canvas, 97 x 70 cm, 1917–1918 (Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam)

set of color and positioning contrasts. It is a form that Malevich had rehearsed 
with unmistakable similarity elsewhere (Figure 2). We find described in the back-
ground, as it were, of the geometrical drama a liminal presence of shape. Whether 
dissolving into or emerging from the textured white of the canvas—we have no 
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indication—it elicits a sense of belonging to this withdrawing white. Here the event 
of becoming most explicitly announces itself, and the merely apparent void of the 
painting manifests its kinship with even the most resistant of the elements, as if 
their very being were nothing other than this effort of resistance, provisional and 
ever-uncertain. It is this singular void that, beyond the infinity of elemental shifts 
and negotiations, offers the barest sense of fullness in the picture,63 but which at 
the same time demands in exchange an altered sense of what it might mean for the 
elements to be present, to have a presence. It is the force, according to Malevich, that 
“pervades everything,” that threatens to exceed even the bounds of his canvas.64

If there is any overall synthesis to be wrought from Malevich’s painting, it 
can only come through the elaborate dialectic of force and counter-force, the 
interplay of differing dynamics and enactments of becoming that give to this 
picture its set of shifting rhythms. Through this dialectic we discover, over and 
again, that “there is no unity without intense local detours that in turn make unity 
inseparable from intricately balanced tension, with no overarching gathering 
force.”65 Insofar as every artwork carries within it the implication of an isolated 
world unto itself wherein the autonomy of the work consists, Malevich is able to 
marshal this most fundamental of artistic conventions in the service of a com-
positional style that insists upon radically new forms of worldliness and hence, 
a more profound sense of aesthetic autonomy. Yet this worldliness comes neither 
easily nor without strings. It demands of our sensuous capacities a disciplined 
and uncompromising transformation. It compels the common sense to reckon 
with its own activity as an abyssal, groundless force, a force which therefore can, 
and must, manifest itself otherwise.

In Suprematism we bear witness to the utopian endeavor of constructing a 
perceptual order from the ground up. Tied to that order, for Malevich, was the 
possibility for new forms of organization—economic, social, cultural—and 
ultimately, new modes of meaning-creation suited to a revolutionary class that 
sought to demolish all previous modes of historical life. To this extent, Malevich’s 
surfaces reflect in their very materiality a resolute and unmistakable quality of 
violence. Yet they bear as well traces of preservation, the survival of sensuous 
potentialities inscribed within the seeds of that historical tradition, where it 
strains at the limits of what and how it can signify.66
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